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BANKS.CUSTOMERS
RELATIONS : IMPLICATION S
FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING
by CHRIS OCHONOGOR
A. C. B. Ltd. Lagos.

INTRODUCTION:

"Banking is basicallY a service industry operaed bY human
beings for the benefit of the
general public and the banks
themselves. Such services may not
be 100% perfect, and the faults

may not entirely lie with the
operators, but could be due PartlY
to institutional defects or the
attitude of both the operators
and the consumers called "cus-

tomers" A customer is not an
interruption in our work, he is
the purpose for it. fVe are not
doing him a favour bY giving us
the opportunity of doing so.
Tact and diPlomacY are necessary, as well as care, and following legal, and internal regulations. A customer is someone
who brings us h is "wants or
needs". lt is our job to handle

them

profitabty to

ourselves.

hrm

Success often

customers' needs eftectively and eff icientlY; this a lso
include future Planning.
ln dealing with this subject,
we have to look at the three facets.
The legal relationship and the impact of the publ'ic relations and
maketiru aspects as they effect
banking and banking business,
and the implication for strategic
plarning.

CUSTOMEB
RELATIONSHIP:

Ti-re relationship

betweerr

banker and custl.,.rer is essentially
corrtractual (expres or implied),
but fundamentally it is that of a
debtor (the banker) and creditor

(The customer), with the

roles

sometimes reversed following busi-

ness trends.

This

relationship

is governed by:-

(a) The general rules of
contract.
(b) the rules of agency,
rn circumstances where
the banker acB as agent

f

or h is

custome

r

i

n

collecting or paying che
ques on h is behalf.

bailor and
bailee, where the banker

retains h is customer's
deeds and documents

(d)

"some sort of an account, either
deposit or current account, or

some similar relations". Lord
Devey in G.W. Railway vs London and Country Bank (1901)
rules out as a customer anyone
who has been in the habit of
getting his cheques changed
by a banker, but has no account
with him. lt would also seem
that if a banker renders a person
services . incidental to, but not
peculiar to the business of banking he does not thereby con
stitute that person a customer.
BANKERS RIGHT:

The following rights are
in favour of the banker

implied

in respect of his

(c) the rules of

and

obta-

ined by f ollowing the axiom
"Find a need, then frll it''. lt is
our job to continuouslY meet

our

2. BANKER &

has an implied
right to charge a reasonable

for its services
and interest on loans on
terms agreed by the custo
commission

safe-keeping; and
various rules of banking
practice, evolved over

mer based on the rules and

several centuries, largely

nor the Bills of Exchange Act
1882 def ines a customer, but
it would seem that to create a
banker -customer relationship,
there must be a mutual intention

to that effect, and a

banking

account must be opened. lt is
necessary that there must be

with the

(a) The-bank

for

recognised and enforced
by the courts.
Neither the Cheques Acts 1957,

dealing

customen

(b)

practice of banking and guidelines dictated by the Central Bank;
Unlike most agents, the bank

has a general lien

over

customers securities in its
possession u nless there is
express or implied contract
inconsistent with lien. For
example, a lien does not
arise in connection with
articles or securities depo-
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ments for their honour.

or

safe custody, or
for a specific purpose inconsistent with bankers in
the ordinary course of business e.g. articles received for

sited

f

duty

limitations

sale.

regu

lations

to

Tire
imposed on the banker

to pay its customer's cheque is not without some
(i)

CUSTOMERS DUTIES TO HIS
BANKER
' lt is important to mention
here and now, that. the customer
on his'own owes his Banker some
"Duty of Care". This in ordinary
terms means that he has some

rules and

DUTY OF SECRECY:

(cj) Limitation to duty.

exceptions:

-

':l,,here customer's balance is insuff icient or
has exceeded approved
limits;
[,Vhere there is countermend of payment.
Where there is notice of
customer's death or
mental incapacity.

(ii)
(iii)

keep

which will be to his own advantage and interest if he does, and
to the mutual advantage of the

or

(iv)

Garn ishee Orders:

This is an order from
the court obtained by a
judgoment creditor, on
d bank not to disburse
funds held in a custo-

bank and himself.

Such duties include the following:(a) He must exercise reasonable

mer's account.

in drawing his cheques
as not to mislead his banker

care

A banker and his staff
are duty bound to maintain absolute secrecy in the handling of
customer's transactions. Howe.ver,
there are exceptional circumstances that can cause disclos.rre
without legal infringements.
(a) Where disclosure is under
compulsion of law;
(b) Where there is duty to the
public to disclose
(c) Where the interest of the
bank requires disclozure
(d) lVhere the disclosure is made
by the express or implied
consent of the customer.
Time is not in or favour to
discuss the detailed logistics for
such legal relationship. I will
proceed to an overuiew of public
relations and marketing from a
banking standpoint.

or facilitate forgery.

(b) lf the
that

(c)

customer

discovers

cheques purported to
have been signed by h im,
Irave been f orged, he must
inform his banker.
lt is implied that the banker
provi des custome rs w ith
regular statement of accounts
or passbook. A prudent customer will check the,entries
in his passbook or statements
and if an error is detected,

he will bring this to

the

In a family, qs a smqll closelY-knit
communit.v, there are o few obstacles
to ntutual discussion, and the communication of ideas, but even here, lhere
i.s plenty opportunity for misunderstunding, in public, or commercial life,
however, the ".family" circle is usually
u'idelt'dispersed and te absen<:e o.f
personal contacts, makes co-operol ion
un

d

u n de rs t a

written authority during

ban-

king hours at the branch
where the account is domi
ciled or at any other banks
or branches

as agreed.

(c) Duty to honour cheques
drawn in accordance with
mandate provided there are
sufficient funds to meet the
cheques or credit arrange-

to resolve conflicts of interest by seeking

communication

knowledge, and

full

information.

The scale of activity to
promote good public relations

follows:-

of the {noney upon presentation of the custome r's

Tire .purpose of Public Relations is to establish a two-way

tual interest and to establish
understanding based on truth,

BANKERS'DUTIES:
The duties of a banker could

(a) To receive customer's money
and cheques and other
instruments for collection.
(b) To pay the whole or part

IN

BANKING FROM A BRANCH
STAND-POINT AND MANAGE.
IVIENT STYLE: (a Synopsis)

common ground or areas of mu-

nd i n.e d i.f.ficu I t.

notice of the banker.

be as

PUBLTC RELATIONS

'flre

Garnishee Order
may be either "nisi"
or "absolute" or a mere
"summons". Garnishee
order "nisi" is only an

interim order and

al-

though it attaches immediately, no fund should

be paid over to

the

court unti I the order is
made a6solute (that is
f inal), otherwise a good
discharge is not obtained against the customer.

may vary considerably according
.the size and nature of the
interested parties, but the philosophy, the strategy, and the methods will be similar. ln a family,
as a smaH closely- knit community, there are a few obstacles
to mutual d iscussion, and the
communication of ideas, but even
here, there is p.ienty opportunity
fo:' misunderstdnding. ln public,
or commercial life, however, the
"tamily" circle is usually widely
dispersed and the absence of
personal contacts, makes co-operation and understanding difficult.

to
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The bank Managtsr must the
refore make contacts with people
and organisations that will be of
benefit to the branch, and the
bank on a continuing basis. He
must know his efrvironrnent, and

identify "who is who" in

his
them,

community and relae'with
keeping very high ethical standards and the norms of beha
viour that befits a Banker.

Public relations and marke

ting are inter-twinned in
duties

of the bank

the

Manager.

He has to reach the people before

he can effectively market, in

addition

to the fact that

the
operating environrnent, the quality of seruice and the disposition
of the staff to customers, will
make marketing and contact more
plausible.
Generally, the value of public

relation arises f rom the difficulties in assessing the results of
public relation activities, and the
absence of suitable yard sticks
by which those results can be
measured, e.g. TllE FOOTBALL
CLUB.

But in branch management,
the results of effective marketing
and public' relations are made
manifest-in the generation of
deposits, increased turnovers, improved earnings, and increase in
profits.
ln a nutshell therefore, Public Relations practice includes:(1i Everything that is calculated
to improve mutual understanding between an organisation, and all with whom
it comes into contact, both
within and outside the organisation.
(21 Advice on the presentation
of the "Public lmage" of
an organisation.
(3) Action to discover and eliminate sources of misunderstanding.
(4) Action to broaden the sphere'
of influence of .an organisa,tion, by appropriate publiciry
acfuertising, exh ibiti ons fi I ms,
etc; and

(5)

Everything directed towards
improvi ng commu

n

icati on

between people and organisations- (Telephone manners
addressing people in letters
or during discussions).
All Bank officers and Managers must remind themselves of
the THREE broad aims of public
relations summarized as: Positive steps to achieve

A3C-

goodwill.
Action to safeguard
reputation.
Action to smoothen internal relationships.
These will gulde you towards
effective public relations in branch

management. I
summarize this

will want to
with views by

these gentlemen.

Public relations and Marketing are
inter-twinned in the duties of the bqnk
Manoger. He hss to reoch the people

before he csn ellectively morket, in
addition to the foct that the operating

environmenl. The quality of selvice
and the disposition of the staff to
customers, will make morketing and
contact more plausible.

Edward L. Anthony: Editor of the
Harvard Business Review has this
to say about Public Relations:"F rom my perspective, it
seems fair to say that a business
must maintain effective relationship with the various publics

with which it deals. lt's a matter
of survival. The nrruntinq influence of public and governmental

attitudes on day-today operations
and on long term plans requires
growing emphasis by Managers on

understanding and evaluating
these attitudes, and on presenting
company position clearly and fairly. The conditions are becoming
increasingly well recognised by
senior managers. Accordingly, it
seems likely that the function of

Public Relations will broaden in
the future, and that both business and society will be better
for it".

Chief Ernest Shonekan, chairman

of Nig. Limited defines
"A continuous effort on

UAC

Public Relations as:-

behalf of the company to pro
mote the best possible under-

standing of our policies, activities and social attitudes among
those who can inf luence our
development".
*l will digress a bit to talk
about Management style, since it
helps to smoothen the relationship between the Manager, staff
and customers.
MANAGEMENT STYLE:
The style of management of
Managers vary and it has been
difficult to get all Managers to
manage alike, but the style that is
likely to give better results must
be h ighlighted so that those
whose styles are far from being
acceptable can change for better
administrative acceptance. Branch
management calls for team work,
and only a style that can evoke

good followership

will

achieve

that harmony.

Let us look at a few style
theories. The interest in the
human faotor at work which was
stimu lated by researchers of
Human Refations and taken up by
social psychologists who followed
them, led logically to an interest
in leadership as an aspect of
behaviour at work, rather than
of personal characteristies.

Authoritarian
Manager X

(Authoritarian)

Democratic

tough, autocratic,

and

authoritarian
supporting tight
controls with punishment-reward systems.

Manager Y
(The

Democrat)

benevolent, partici-

pative and belieing in self-controls

Let us look at Rensis Linkert's four [/lanagement Systems

27
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SYSTEM 1:
The exploitativeauthoritative system, which.is the epitome of the
authoritarian style.
SYSTEM 2:
The benevolent-authoritative system which is basically a paternalistic style.
SYSTEM 3:
The consultative sysrem, which
moves towards greater democracy
and teamwork.
SYSTEM 4:

The participative-group

system,

which is the ultimate democratic
style.

ln discussing this, you will

the reward system adopted by the
Head Office gives recognition to
hardwork, dedication and unbiised reports from branch Manag-'rs.

at

I will now proceed to look

Strategic Planning and the
implications vis-a-vis customer

Confiict however, may be
either rational and involve "facts"
such as statistical data, or be an
irrational conflict in which our
"emotion" and "attitudes" play
crucial part. Conflict is inevitable and legitimate and only
really becomes a. probtem in

a

human relations when it becomes
hostility.
Since we work more with
men th.an with machines, management style vis-a-vis human relations must be given prominence,
because it also permeates our
relationship with customers and
prospective clients while marketing f or deposits and other
businesses.

A bank Manager must therefore be humane, courteous, cheerful, alwa,,s willing to,give good
co\nsel, and must be welfarist
in his approach to staff. All these
will help to keep the management
of the branch vigorous, orovided

28
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STRATEGIC PLANNING-AN

The Concept of Strategy: Competition existed long before strategy. Competition began with
life itself. The first one-cell organisms required certain resources

frequently not make sense, and

best when he is unhappy.

these

capabilities strategy is impossible.
Strategy depends upon the ability

BRUCE D. HENDERSOTJ:

number than the preceding one.
The richer the environment,
the more severe the competition
is, and the greater the number of
competitors. Likewise, the richer
the environment, the smaller the
difference between competitors.
This is quite consistent with
recent biological research. Expe-

more often lead to conflict
that could have been avoided.
This would not make for industrial harmony, happy working
environment leading to increased
productivity. No man gives his

ditioned reftexes. Without

forsee the future consequences of present initiatives.

for

likely to fit
will be recommended as effebtiVe.
Unless we make a systematic
attempt to understand human
behaviour. the actions of people
we come in contact with, will

But without these qualities, bdra-

viour and tactics, are either
intuitive, or the result of con-

relationship.

agree that systems

3 & 4 are more
our industry and

the ability to reason logically.

maintenance

of life. When

those resources are adequate, then
each generation became greater in

rimental laboratory

ecologists
discovered in the 1930s and 1940s

that if one put two similar species
of small organisms together in a
bottle with food and uniform
substraB, only one species can

persist.

The observation that coexisting species in nature do
differ econogically and that species must differ ecologically to

co-exist in bottles led to Gause's
Competitive Exclusion Principle.
"No two species can coexist
who make their living in the.same

way,".
For million of years natural
competition involved no strategy.
It was natural selection, adaptation, and survival of the fittest.
Random chance deGrmined the
mutations and variations which
survived and succeeded to compound their numbers. Those who

left

relatively fewer off-springs
became displaced. Those who
adapted best displaced the rest.

As tar as we know only
primates possess imagination and

OVERVIEW:

I will take a look at the
historical dwelopment of this
managetnent tool so as to make its
implications in Banker/Customer

relations quite vivid. lt is a reta
new phenomenon in business rmanagement For an executive to feel comfortable with his
command of planning technology
he has to knoru how that technology has evolved and where
it seems to be headed. Three
points of view are useful; a retre
spective, a current perspective and
prospective for future.

tively

RETROSPECTIVE:

Planning,ofcourse, is not a
new form of mental activity
for human beings. IVhat was new
in the early 1960s was the attempt by Managers in large organisations to formalize this activity,
and to focus it on areas affecting
the strategic direction of their

enterprises. The most vocal and
visible advocate of such efforB
was Robert S. McNamara, who
left the Presidency of Ford
Motor Company in 1961 to
become. $ecrg*pry of Defence .in
the Kennedy Administration. Mr.
McNamara's abilities as a Manager, and the role of long-range
planning as an essential ingre-

dient to his effectiveness, were
widely discussed in the popular

press: Managers of large organisations all over the US begAn
wondering if they, too, should
attempt such an effort.
Corporate executives, realizing that they had many attractive opportunities for growth, also
realised that they had to choose

voLuL[E
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since most businesses were diversifying. They needed the new
technology f or effectiveness to
enable management cope with an
increasing array of strategic deci-

designed by the top managers
who will use it, the reason, is that
such managers must feel that they
own the system or they witl not

in

planning system, must help line
managers make important decisi-

sions, The primary virtue

formal long-range planning is that
it focusses on the right set of
issues.

The 1960s was a period of
rapid progress in the professionalization of management. Young
executives, embraced formal planning as a natural extension of the
rational analytic approach that
they applied to operating problems.

ln 1968, managerial interest

in the

design

of

strategic plan-

ning systems was mushrooming.
Between 1968-72 most of the
planning executives so appointed
needed direct contact with each
other, because they were lonely
in their departments, as they
had no precedents to follow in

attempting to create an effective planning process where none

use it. An effective

effective 'strategic planning system changes continually,
because corporate situation is
always changing, as a result of
changes in the extemal environment, as well as shifb in organi-

An

strategic

sational structure and

power.

ons.

lf the planning system helps
their decision making process,
they will devote vast amounts of
time to it. The greatest strength
of most operating managers is that
they are effective delegators, once
an activity, has been routinized
to the point where it can be handled by subordinates. lmportant
clecisions by definition, cannot be
handled by subordinates. The
system must keep its focus on the
decisions to be made, and not
on routine presentation of information.

An effective planning system
is not a system at all, it is an
attempt to organise the process

by which line managers work
in resolving strategic

PROSPECTIVE:

What does the future hold
for the further dwelopment of a
strategic planning system in large
organisations?

Tlre realisation

from the experiences of the sixties confirms that companies needed to make rapid improvement
in the strategic orientation of

their line

managers,

to

enable

them work together more effectively in resolving strategic issues.
Ari explicit, highly visible formal
system was one way to meet thal

objective, even if it also involved
a certain amount of bureaucratic
documentation and red tape. ln
some companies that objective

existed before.

together

The economic recession of
1970-71 created the realization

The important distinction
can best be drawn by contrasting
a planning system to other common management systems, such as

has now been achier,red and so
some of the trappings of the
formal apparatus can be allowed
to wither, Strategic Planning has
become a natural process in such

performance reporting systems, or

companies.

in the corporate managers that
good strategic planning did not
ensure corporate success. Most
Corporate Planning Departments
were either decimated or completely eliminated during that
period. Those companies that
survived the recession knew that
thev had "arrived" - that planning activitiy had been carefully
re-examined and found to earn
iE keep. ln those companies
where the planning activity failed
the soul searching was more in-

tense. Efforts were made to
design more effective processes,

but the effort would be much
more cautions and thoughtful.
This history is important, for
those wishing to design an effective straEgic planning system,

as

we learn from history.
PERSPECTIVE:

Strabgic planning is

a

line

and the
corollary of that is that a strategic planning system must be
rnsRagement function,

issues.

a capital budgeting system. The
major f ocus in these systems
is on the design of documentsthe content and f ormat of in-

formation provided by one manager to another. The most critical
design feature f or a strategic
planning system is the schedule
of planning, meetings when they
are to be held, and who should
be at such meetings.

Since an effective strategic
planning system is unique to the
corporate environment which it
resides and companies are unique
in very many dimensions, the
degree of the diversity of their
operations, the personalities of the
people in the organisation and the
organisational climate and culture
in which they work together
homogeneity in terms of shared
values and orientation toward the
organisation,'become important
elements in the design of a planning system.

No one can f oretell the
uture-not the world's greatest
strategic planners, nor the aca-

f

demicians who observe thern. The

future is uncertain, and that is
why the world needs its never
of intelligent, and
will bring
the new dwelopments in

adequate supply

energetic managers, who

forth

strategic planning.

I will take a few definitions
sffategic planning that have
world acclaim and diruss their
impact on resources (men and
materials) and cost of strategic
planning process on profitability
which is identified as the main
reason for being in business.
I re-iterate that the hallmark of human survival throughout the ages is its biological
and cultural adaptation to a
changing environment. Evolution
has endowed mankind with a
"survival kit" that enables him.

of
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not only to accept a changing
environment, but also to use his
sense of foresight to manipulate
it.
ln the context of the evolution of the firm, an increasingly
turbulent business environment,
predicates tite need f or underlying adaptability in terms of
policies, organisational structure,
products, markets and technology.
However, the ability to anticipate
successfully and prepare for environmental change initiated by
social, political economic or technological evenB, has so far been
elusive, as the history of many
firms reveals.
It is a widely held view that
strategic planning now assumes an
important role in coping with the
risk and uncertainty of a turbulent business climate. The recent
ascendance of strategic planning
can be attributed to the growing
concem of industry and commerce with how to manage environmental change, by looking
ahead and planning for the future.
DEFIN!NG STRATEGIC
PLANN!NG:

Strategic planning has been
defined by Kotler as "the managerial process of developing and
maintaining a viable relationship
between the organisation and its
environment, through the darelopment of corporate purpose, objectives and goals, growth strategies
and business portfolio plans for
company-wide operations".
There is however no single
definition of strategic plannin{
that is broadly accepted. Let us
take a look ata few:-

(a)

Cirandler defined strategy as
"the determination of the

basic long-term goals and
objectives of an enterprise,
and the adoption of courses
of action, and the allocation

of

resources necessary for

carrying out these

(b)

30

goals."

Hofer and Schendel defined
an organisations strategy as

"the fundamental pattern of

answer questions that are of

present and planned resource
deployments and environme-

the highest importance to

ntal interactions, that indicates how the organisation
will achieve its objectives",

(c) Abell says that

(3) lt can stimulate the future
on paper, a practice that
permits a company to make
better decisions about what
to do about future opportunities and threats now,
ratlrer than waiting until
events happen. Planning itself
classif ies the opportunities
and threats that lie ahead
for a company.

strategic
planning involves "the management of any business unit
in the dual tasks of anticipating and responding to
changes wh ich affect the
market place for their pro-

(d)

ducts.

"

Financial Times, considers
these as processes by which
top and senior executives
"decide, direct, delegate and
control the generation and

allocation of resources within
a company."
They all seem to agree on
resource allocation, responding
to environmental and societal
changes, but however, achieving
company objectives.
Having said this, we will
proceed to look at the value of
strategic planning. Research has
shown that firms that plan their
product-market strategies have a
greater chance of achieving commercial success.
Applying performance critria such as earnings per share,
return on investment, firms that
used formal strategic planning,
did better than firms that did not.
Further findings suggested that
the performance of f irms had
signif icantly improved often
having adopted formal strategic
planning systems.
Various reasons are offered
for the apparently beneficial inf luence of strategic planning. The
two most important reasons are
that straegic planning "provides
employees with clear goals and
directions to the future of the
organisation and provides a stan-

dard against wh ich future performance can be compared".

Steiner summarises the reasons in
the follorring way:(i) lt is indispensable to top
management's effective discharging of its responsibilities.
(21 lt forces managers to ask and

a

company which skilled managers shou ld address.

(4) lt is an effective way to
look at a business as a system and thereby present

suboptimisation of the parts
of the system at the expense

of the wlrole organisation.
(5) lt provides employees with

clear objectives and direc
tions to the future of the
company and serues as a
basis for management control and evaluation.

(6) lt helps to. identify

the

major strategic issues and to
esta blish p riorities f or dealing with them.

0l lt leads to better co-ordination of company efforts.
(8) lt assists in the allocation
of discretionary strategic

re-

sources and the development

and training of future

gene-

ral managers.

However,

it

is stated that in

some instances non-planning firms
outperf ormed those that used
formal strategic planning. Recent
criticism has been concemed with

what

Hunsicker calls "the malaise
strategic planning that is, that
sophisticated strategic planni ng system, demand so much effort, that
snior man4ement often finds,
itself in a "paralysis of analysis".

of

Wenshy, contends that Tormal
strategic plannirg def lects the
attent'K)n of senior management
from the search for a sustainable
petitive ad vantage.
Nwertneless, despite the growing body of articr.r,late criticism

co m

of strategic planning, the need
for a means to monitor and'anti-

cipate ehvironmental change, "and

vot trllt.

t+ No. +

to

ttrc firrn tor llrt' future

1-treparr.
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is not abrrlq.ited.
re ernpirasize ti re

I

fnct that
the basic tenet of strategic planning requires the firrn to irientify
the "common thread" or corecompetence of its resources and
capabilities, then, to attempt to
match them to the threats and
opportunities in the market place;
and finally to make an objective
statement of "strategic" objectives.

IMPLICATIONS TO THE
BANKERS:
The customers or the general
public are those we are seeking
to please with whatever innovations we come up with Considering the growth in the number
of Banks in Nigeria from a modest
24 banks in 1970 to 32 in 1980
and to 85 in 1989, and the st-

rong request f or more
planning

banks,

or

survival cannot be
over-emphasized. From thjs analysis you will see that 53 of these.
sprang up between 1981-89.
f

This has not only accentuated
competition in providing services,
but has also created heavy manpower turnover in all the banks
DEVEL@MENT OF NEW
PRODUCTS:

Tlre development of

suc-

cessful new products is a critical
element in the strategy of most
large corporations. Let us look at
Development Expenses which we
will break-down to component
expenses, research & development
including marketi n g expenses.
Research and development
expenses are fairly obvious irnd

traditionally th is type of cost is
treated as an investment in the
future even though it is charged
against current income in most
large companies. The m ission of
R&D rs clear-to produce the
ideas and technology that permit the company to introduce
new or improved producB. The
activitiy is critical, but it is only
the beginning of the total effort
required to provide growth in.
sales and profits.

Marke ing Expenses:- Every growing corporation incure substantial current expenses in marketing
tlrat have a delayed profit pay off
Cost of launch ing of new
products and advertising with
long-run pay off.
General Administ rative Overhead
Some compan.ies as a part of
strategy, intentionally over-staff

since the plan is to grow and
firm orientation of staff is required. Tlre people are not employed
to produce todays businesses, they
are to improve prof its in the
future and provide growth.

There are high risk, new
product programmes with high
pay offs. Naira is Naira and
corporations have too few of
them with which to buy growth
in future profits. Some Accountants capitalise these expenses,
while others write these off
into expenditures for the accounting year in which they are incurred. lf this happens profits
will decline for that year, hoping
however, that the company can
meet its growth objectives for the

coming year, and if things work
according to plan, profits will
increase in subsequent years.
Achieving this goal, requires
the management of many development proiects, simultaneously
and continuously.
Development resources are
essentially people and development expenses are almost entirely
made up of pay-roll cost.Simply
identif ying the personnel working on "future profit activities"
in a large corporation is a difficult task, since these individuals

are scattered throughout

the

isation. Training expenses
becomes heavy so as to meet the
organ

new challenges and ensure customer satisfaction.
The long and short of this is

that the customer is

sovereign

and must therefore be satisfied
with our services at cost to the
ban ks.

CONCLUSION:

lf

banks are

to stay ahead in

the battle tor f inancial

services

they must make the most of their
greatest asset-the branch network
lf they had a f ree rein, rnany
under-used branches would have
been closed by now. lf branches
cannot be closed, .they nrust be
made to work. So stage one,

is restructuring and then an
attempt at separating corporate
from personal business. lVlost banking halls are designed on 8020 basis, giving customers only
20% of space.

Having re-designed the ban-

king halls as earlier advocated,
retail banks must make the

three goals of attracting, selling
and servicing customers more
manifest to branches.
Managing change is not a
problem that managers solve; it is
a problem they live with. lf they
decide to devote their efforts to
that problem, then they should
design the planning budgeting, the
reporting systems, so as to bring
the problem into focus. This is
a major task, but the potential
pay off is enormous.
iVlanagers spend more time
studying problems, meeting after
meeting, rather than studying
opportunities. There is need to
steer away from the problem
orientation to more innovative
thinking, that will result in changes which in turn, satisfy the
busines goals of the bank. Cost
implications are heavy and bankers must be alert to the changing
needs of society.
To end this lecture, I will
like to quote from James Dandy
in his book "Tire Branch Banker"
He says that "the complete
banker is probably a rare bird on
earth. He would be a master of
theory, as well as practice, able to
hold his. own discussion with
economiits who know what they
are talking about, and especially
with pseudo economists who do
not. He h'as to understand law,
as it affects banking, and a lso
accounting. Human nature and
reacticins would be an open

C.ontinued on page 44
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